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Editorial

We present the below mentioned research in this issue.

Web engineering applications are applied to derive many applications. In the opening paper on “A Qualitative Forward Reasoning Approach for Evaluation of WebGRL Diagrams”, the authors Shailey Chawla, Sangeeta Srivastava and Punam Bedi have customized the goal driven reasoning approach for engineering Web applications. They have applied both qualitative reasoning methodology in this paper, wherein subjective satisfaction values and contribution values are applied for evaluating the WebGRL graphs.

TAAM Abdelkarim1, HJIAJ Hassane, OUMSIS Mohamed and RAOUYANE Brahim in their next paper on “A New Procedure for Resource Reservation in Advance, Based on the Implementation of QoS NSLP Signaling” have described a new procedure for resource reservation in the wireless environment. Authors convince that this way will enable to improve the quality of service for NSLP Signaling.

In the last paper on “Thai Poetry Translation to English with Tuning Module” the authors Sajjaporn Waijanya and Anirach Mingkhwan did work on Machine translation particularly they intend to measure the translation between MT Forward and Dictionary Base Forward and compared as well as between MT Backward and Dictionary Base Backward. In this study they concluded that the machine translators are unable to provide good enough translation for Thai poetry compared with the dictionary base.

The papers published generate very interesting simulation.
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